PRESS RELEASE
Brussels, 30 November 2016
Bribery remains widespread in the Balkans, but the real problem is high-level political corruption and the stalling
of the EU accession process, according to the 2016 results of the SELDI Corruption Monitoring System
On 30 November 2016, the Southeast European Leadership for Development and Integrity (SELDI) will hold a round
table in the European Parliament dedicated to the issues of anti-corruption in the Western Balkans and Turkey. SELDI
(www.seldi.net), a coalition of 29 civil society organisations from Southeast Europe, underlines in its Regional
Anticorruption Report 2016 Shadow Power, that anticorruption progress has slowed down in the past two years, with
citizens feeling trapped in what they increasingly see as their captured states by powerful political – economic networks.
The SELDI 2016 Corruption Monitoring System in SEE, based on population surveys in nine countries shows corruption
pressure of 25.9% - hardly a percentage decline since 2014 when the regional mean was 27.1%. Bulgaria, Montenegro
and Serbia demonstrate some progress in diminishing corruption since 2014, however FYR of Macedonia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina once again lose ground. At the same time even in the most stable and perceived “corruption-free” countries
in the region (Croatia and Turkey) more than 10% of the citizens were asked for a bribe during the past year. Albania still
shows the highest corruption levels – every second citizen reports being asked for a bribe and every third gave one in
2015. On average a quarter of the citizens in the region have been forced to engage in corruption, exposing a systemic
governance problem in SEE. Between a third and four-fifths of the citizens in the region have chosen to stay in the hidden
economy damaging long-term growth prospects. People in the region have continued to embrace migration as their only
hope for better life, abandoning the local political systems as incapable of delivering this for them. Enlargement remains
largely SEE’s only hope for sustained future prosperity, despite the enlargement freeze in the current EC term and
demands for stricter rules of engagement and quicker deliver mechanisms. Another response from the EU to the
inefficient policy implementation has been the strengthening of the focus on justice and home affairs issues after 2012.
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Some positive steps have been made: Albania adopted an
Anticorruption Strategy 2015-2020; Kosovo's AntiCorruption Agency started random verification of a fifth of
the asset declarations of officials; in January 2016
Montenegro established an Agency for the Prevention of
Corruption with a broad mandate; in Serbia a new Law on
the Anticorruption Agency is expected to address
deficiencies in the previous legislation and Bosnia and
Herzegovina adopted Reform Agenda and ratified the
Stabilisation and Association Agreement. Still, the events
in the FYR of Macedonia and BiH of the past two years
have demonstrated there is a need for a new approach
and political engagement. There does not seem to be
enough energy and/or capacity for both currently.
The round table will seek to chart needed next steps in
finding effective tools to tackle some of the worst
challenges in SEE in a discussion between representatives
of the civil society, the European Commission, and the
European Parliament.

This event has been organized with the financial assistance of
the European Union. The views expressed during this event
can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the
position of the European Union.

The European Commission is the EU’s executive body.
“The European Union is made up of 27 Member States who have
decided to gradually link together their know-how, resources and
destinies. Together, during a period of enlargement of 50 years, they
have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development
whilst maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms.
The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its
values with countries and peoples beyond its borders”.
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